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The United States Postal Service hereby provides its response to Chairman’s 

Information Request No. 2, which was issued on May 31, 2018.  A response was due by 

June 5, 2018.  Each public question is reprinted verbatim in the attached, and is 

followed by the Postal Service’s response.  A response to the remaining nonpublic 

question is being filed under seal.  The Postal Service herein incorporates by reference 

its Application for Non-Public Treatment in this docket for the protection of the material 

filed under seal.   
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1. Please identify and explain obstacles to collecting the operational data necessary 
to replace the assumptions in the cost model with actual data and provide an 
estimate of how long it would take to collect this data. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 

The Postal Service is not certain as to whether operational information in 

centralized databases is available and reliable enough to validate the cost model, and 

therefore is unable to provide an estimate. 
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2. Please identify and explain any obstacles to sampling the data necessary to 

replace the assumptions in the cost model with reliable, data-driven estimates, 
and provide an estimate of how long it would take to obtain these estimates. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 
 

The Postal Service would first have to determine whether information in 

centralized databases is available and reliable enough to prepare a sampling frame, 

e.g. identify which trips, or legs of trips, and which employees are associated with 

pickups for this NSA. Without centralized data, sampling would have to be undertaken 

at the local level. An additional challenge would be efficiently deploying data collectors 

and/or data collection instruments to reliably record information on the cost model 

inputs, without unduly interfering with operations.  Given the magnitude of the costs in 

question, the additional accuracy obtained would be unlikely to justify a comprehensive 

level of sampling effort.  

     


